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Teaching Australian stories 
in primary school?

What is AustLit?
AustLit aims to be the definitive 
information and education resource  
for Australian literary, print, and  
narrative culture.

How can AustLit inform my 
teaching practice? 
If you’re teaching Australian literature 
at a primary school level, AustLit is 
an excellent source of biographical 
and (particularly) bibliographical 
information on Australian texts included 
in school syllabi. From anyone of our 
work records, you can find links to 
secondary resources, library holdings 
and information on the work’s subjects 
and setting.

How do I use AustLit?
From the advanced search page, you 
can find records for more than 7300 
picture books, 13,000 works labelled 
‘children’s fiction’, 300 films aimed at 
children and young adults, 4400 works 
with the genre ‘young adult’, and more 
works are added to the database on a 
daily basis!

Case Study
You’ve been reading The Man from 
Snowy River, and you want to find 
some works about brumbies that will 
appeal to a primary-school class. So, 
using AustLit’s advanced search page, 
you search for works with the subject 
‘brumbies’, and come up with a list of 
nearly 200 works. But they’re not all 
the types of works that you’re looking 
for: there are short stories going back 
to the 1860s, newspaper columns, 
and essays. Problem solved: you can 
filter the AustLit search results easily 
enough. You find children’s fiction 
from as early as 1905 (available in full 
text) and as late as 2014. You find 
picture books from 1950 onwards, 
including one written in the Eastern 
Arrente language. You find films and 
bush poem after bush poem. Each 
of these records is not only a rich 
bibliographical record in its own right, 
but also includes information on works 
about the work, academic works 
and newspaper articles. One search 
on AustLit, and a whole classroom 
module on the Australian love of the 
brumby starts to unroll in front of you…

Need information on Australian literature, film and drama or cultural studies?

What else can I find on AustLit?
On AustLit, you will find records for 
over 900,000 works and more than 
150,000 authors and organisations. 
These records include bibliographical 
or biographical details; information 
on genres, subjects, settings; lists of 
‘works about’; links to related works 
and people; and other rich material. 

What are AustLit datasets? 
AustLit contains a number of research 
datasets specifically about children’s 
literature, including Asian Australian 
Children’s Literature and Publishing 
(AACLAP), Children’s Literature Digital 
Resource (CLDR), the Picture Book 
Diet, Children’s Literature and the 
Environment and Climate-Change in 
Australian Narratives. Other datasets 
include information on works for 
children, such as the Children’s 
Literature section of the World War I 
project. These datasets are designed to 
make it easier to engage with specific 
aspects of children’s literature on the 
database, but you can equally roam 
throughout the main database.

If you’re teaching Australian literature at a primary school level, then AustLit is your go-to resource 
for both primary and secondary sources. Ask your librarian how to get the most out of AustLit!
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